Scan design with shadow flip-flops for low performance overhead and concurrent delay fault detection
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Abstract—This paper presents new scan solutions with low latency overhead and on-line monitoring support. Shadow flip-flops with scan design are associated to system flip-flops in order to (a) provide concurrent delay fault detection and (b) avoid the scan chain insertion of system flip-flops. A mixed scan architecture is proposed which involves flip-flops with shadow scan design at the end of timing-critical paths and flip-flops with standard scan at non-critical locations. In order to preserve system controllability during test, system flip-flops with shadow scan can be reset in scan mode and selectively reset before switching to capture mode. It is shown that shadow scan design with asynchronous set and reset may have a lower latency overhead than standard scan design. A shadow scan solution is proposed which, in addition to concurrent delay fault detection, provides simultaneous scan and capture capability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy efficiency, usually measured as performance per watt, is an important figure of merit for mobile devices. Power gating or dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) are effective approaches to maximize energy efficiency. Power gating allows to switch-off idle modules whereas DVFS saves energy based on dynamic adjustments of the supply voltage and clock frequency. Such adjustments are limited by the necessity to introduce temporal safety margins to absorb dynamic latency variations that may be induced by wear-out or voltage and temperature variations [4]. Latency variations can be sensed with the help of on-die sensors [13][24], but these are expensive in terms of calibration time and inefficient in handling within-die variations [3][5].

On-line monitoring based on concurrent delay fault detection is a natural approach to reduce safety margins for aggressive DVFS scaling [2][3][5][7][16][19]. Here, we consider a concurrent fault detection scheme in which a shadow flip-flop (FF) is associated to each system FF placed at the end of timing-critical paths [5][16]. In order to enable error prediction and prevent data-path metastability, the shadow FFs must have a higher probability to be affected by delay faults than the corresponding system FFs [5][16]. One way to achieve this is to select shadow FFs with a larger setup time than system FFs. Care should be taken since the additional setup time may affect circuit latency.

On the other hand, product quality requires the execution of high quality manufacturing test and diagnosis. Standard scan is a widely employed technique to effectively address these issues [25]. Unfortunately, standard scan design is also a source of latency overhead since the system FFs need to be replaced with slower scan FFs.

Here, shadow scan solutions are proposed to reduce the latency overhead of scan and concurrent delay fault detection. This solution is applied to system FFs located at the end timing-critical paths in order to avoid their scan chain insertion. A mixed scan architecture may be obtained if standard scan design is applied to the remaining FFs.

During test, shadow scan design does not affect observability since test responses can still be captured and scanned out. 0-controllability of the system FFs with shadow scan is achieved with the help of a selective reset operation performed before the system switches to capture mode. A system FF is reset only if the last value scanned in the associated shadow FF is logic 0. Full controllability can be ensured if, in addition to the selective reset operation, the system FFs with shadow scan are set in scan mode. The set operation can be controlled by the scan enable signal. It is shown that shadow scan design with asynchronous set and reset may have a lower latency overhead than standard scan design.

A special shadow scan design is presented which, besides concurrent delay fault detection, allows to perform simultaneous scan and capture operations. This feature allows to take real-time snapshots at consecutive clock cycles without halting the system. This is not possible with existing solutions based on enhanced or isolated serial scan architectures [1][11][14]. The proposed shadow scan solution can be used to enhance circuit observability during software-based self-testing (SBST) [18][12]. The impact of using concurrent delay fault detection during SBST has already been shown to increase the coverage of transition delay faults [8], but the method introduced here also provides a better observability of the stuck-at faults.
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On-line reuse of design-for-testability resources was proposed in [15] in order to provide concurrent soft error detection. This solution requires the existence of an enhanced scan infrastructure and does not ameliorate latency overhead. In [23], shadow FFs are used to transfer the scan multiplexer latency from the input to the output of the scan FFs placed at the end of timing-critical paths. Latency overhead can only be obtained if there is no scan FF which is both source and sink of timing-critical paths. The shadow FFs are used only in test mode and do not contribute to on-line monitoring.

In Section II and Section III, two shadow scan solutions are presented which enable concurrent delay fault detection for on-line monitoring and different degrees of controllability of the system FFs during test. Latency overhead reductions are analyzed in Section IV. A shadow scan design with simultaneous scan and capture capability is discussed in Section V. Concluding remarks are grouped in Section VI.

II. SHADOW SCAN DESIGN WITH CONCURRENT DELAY FAULT DETECTION AND PARTIAL TEST CONTROLLABILITY

This section presents a first shadow scan solution which enables concurrent delay fault detection during system mission together with system observability and 0-controllability during test.

Figure 1 illustrates a system FF with a shadow FF (FF*) that can be inserted into a scan chain with the help of a multiplexer controlled by a scan enable signal. In capture mode, the scan enable signal is set to logic 0 and the shadow and system FFs capture the same logic values. The path which arrives to the shadow FF has a larger latency. The latency difference between the paths arriving at the shadow and system FFs is equal to the multiplexer latency plus the difference between the setup times of the two FFs. During system mission, if the D signal is affected by a delay fault with increasing amplitude, the shadow FF is expected to be the first that captures a wrong value. The xor-gate allows to detect any mismatch between the two FFs. In this way, a warning is generated and action can be taken before errors are generated. Moreover, the shadow FF will be affected by metastability before the system FF which reduces the necessity of metastability detectors [5].

All delay faults able to propagate to the shadow FF but with insufficient amplitude to reach the system FF can be detected [16]. The size of the detectable delay faults can be increased by choosing a shadow FF with a larger setup time or a multiplexer with increased latency. This may privilege the selection of shadow FFs with smaller hardware and power overhead.

During test, the shadow FF allows to observe the circuit under test (CUT) since (a) it receives the same functional input as the system FF and (b) its content can be scanned out. The xor-gate allows to check whether the test stimuli shifted into the shadow FF are really applied to the CUT by the associated system FF.

In scan mode, the scan enable signal is set to logic 1 and the clock of the system FF is blocked with the help of a nor-gate under the assumption that the system FF is positive edge-triggered. The system FF can be controlled to 0 with the help of a selective reset operation performed during the last clock cycle in scan mode. This operation is controlled by the last value scanned in the shadow FF before the capture mode and it is implemented with the help of two nand-gates driven by the scan in, scan enable and reset signals, under the assumption that the reset signal is active high. In capture mode, the reset signal can reach the system FF since the scan enable signal is set to logic 0, while, in scan mode, the system FF can be reset only if the scan in signal is set to logic 0.

Glitches on the scan enable signal are usually electrically filtered by the high load capacitance of the signal distribution wires. They may also be logically and electrically filtered by the nor-gate. Glitches on the scan in and scan enable signals cannot reach the reset-input of the system FF as long as the reset signal is inactive.

During test, 1-controllability of the system FF can be ensured only with the help of sequential automated test pattern generation since this FF is not directly inserted into a scan chain.

In order to evaluate the impact on testability of the proposed shadow scan solution, we considered ITC’99 benchmark circuits [26] with a mixed scan architecture, as shown in Figure 2. Shadow scan design was applied only to a fraction of all system FFs starting with those located at the end of timing-critical paths. Sequential test patterns were generated with Synopsys TetraMAX for test-equivalent versions of these circuits where each shadow FF was replaced by three virtual test points [10], as indicated in Figure 3. Two observation points are connected to virtual primary outputs (POs) and one control point is driven by a virtual primary input (PI). The observation points are used to model the observability gain enabled by the shadow FF and the xor-gate in Figure 1. The control point is implemented with the help of a 2-input and-gate and provides 0-controllability equivalent to that obtained with the selective reset operation. In reality, each value used to drive the virtual PI in capture mode...
should be scanned in the shadow FF. For this reason, the state of a system FF with shadow scan should be blocked in scan mode.

For each benchmark, we considered (a) the original version, (b) a standard scan version and (c) a mixed scan version with 10% shadow scan and 90% standard scan. Table I reports the obtained stuck-at fault coverage (FC) and the total number of test patterns which also includes the initialization patterns. Compared to the standard scan versions, the mixed scan versions provided the same FC only for \textit{b06}. For six circuits, the FC was reduced by up to 3\% and, for the remaining seven circuits, the FC reduction was between 6\% and 9\%. The average FC reduction was 4.5\%. For mixed scan architectures with 20\% shadow scan, an average FC reduction of 10.5\% was obtained.

Due to the limited controllability, the FC and the test sequence length may be seriously affected by the increasing ratio of FFs with shadow scan. A shadow scan solution that provides better controllability is presented in the following section.

### III. SHADOW SCAN DESIGN WITH CONCURRENT DELAY FAULT DETECTION AND FULL TEST CONTROLABILITY

Figure 4 shows a shadow scan design that enables full controllability of the system FF at the cost of latency as compared to the solution in Figure 1. The system FF is set in scan mode to logic 1 with the help of the \textit{scan enable} signal and can be reset if a logic 0 value needs to be applied to the CUT. This can be done with the help of a pulse applied to the \textit{reset}-input during the transition phase from scan mode to capture mode, as illustrated in Figure 5. Usually, this transition phase is sufficiently long in order to provide enough time to the \textit{scan enable} signal to propagate along low speed wires. Due to the \textit{nand}-gate which masks the \textit{reset} signal, the system FF can be reset only if the state of the shadow FF is logic 0. This \textit{selective reset} operation transfers the last value scanned in the shadow FF to the system FF.

In Figure 4, glitches on the \textit{scan out} signal cannot reach the \textit{reset}-input of the system FF as long as the \textit{reset} signal is inactive. As before, glitches on the \textit{scan enable} signal are expected to be electrically filtered by the high load capacitance of the signal distribution wires.
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Apart from the necessity to activate the reset signal during the transition phase from scan mode to capture mode, test sequences can be scanned in, applied and scanned out as in the case of full standard scan design. During test, the observability of the logic cone that drives the $D$ signal in Figure 4 is ensured by the shadow FF. All stuck-at faults that affect the output and the inputs of the system FF, except for the $D$-input, are (a) implicitly controlled with the help of the set and selective reset operations and (b) implicitly observed via the warning signal. Test patterns with at least two capture clock cycles are necessary to test stuck-at faults on the $D$-input.

In Figure 4, a stuck-at 0 fault on the set-input of the system FF or a stuck-at 0 fault on the wire that connects the nand-gate to the shadow FF can affect only the application of test patterns that need to be scanned in. Stuck-at faults on the wire that connects the nand-gate to the shadow FF can be observed via the warning signal only at the end of the first capture clock cycle of a test pattern and only if the reset signal is activated as shown in Figure 5.

Warning signals from several FFs with shadow scan can be collected with the help of an or-tree as shown in Figure 5. Once the global warning signal becomes equal to logic 1, it is stuck until it is reset with the help of the refresh signal.

Each time the reset signal is activated as indicated in Figure 5, all warning signals should become equal to logic 0. Consequently, all stuck-at 1 faults on the paths connecting the warning signals to the output of the or-tree in Figure 6 are tested implicitly. In order to test the stuck-at 0 faults on these paths, no pulse on the reset signal should be applied and appropriate test patterns with a logic 1 value in all except one shadow FF are required. Since the reset signal is not activated, such a pattern implicitly tests the stuck-at 1 fault on the reset-input of the nand-gate in Figure 4 if a 0 logic value is scanned in the shadow FF.

In Figure 6, the scan FF may be clocked with the same clock signal used for system flip-flops with standard or shadow scan. If the or-tree is pipelined and the pipeline registers have standard scan design, the number of additional patterns required to test the circuitry in Figure 6 has an upper bound equal to the fan-in of the largest logic cone in the first pipeline stage. Certain stuck-at 0 and slow-to-rise faults affecting the or-tree may be tolerated if their only effect is to make inaccessible a user defined ratio of warning signals. During manufacturing test, slow-to-rise faults on the paths along which warning signals are propagated cannot be tested based on a broadside scheme [21] since the output of the xor-gate in Figures 1 and 4 becomes low in capture mode. Slow-to-fall faults inside the or-tree can only affect system reactivity and can be tolerated if their amplitude does not exceed a user defined limit.

Glitches on the warning signals can be filtered by the or-tree via logical or electrical masking and by the output FF or by the eventual pipeline registers in the or-tree via latching-window masking [22]. Latching-window masking is especially effective if the or-tree does not contain timing-critical paths.

The reset* signal in Figure 4 is used to reset the shadow FF each time the system FF needs to be reset during system mission. This ensures that the reset signal is not masked and reaches the system FF and, implicitly, a coherent system state can be achieved after a global reset operation. The reset* signal can also be used to reset the FFs with standard scan design.

The reset* signal can be inferred from the reset signal with the help of an additional scan FF, as illustrated in Figure 7. After one clock cycle in capture mode, the state of the scan FF becomes logic 1 and the reset* signal can be driven by the reset signal. During the transition phase from scan mode to capture mode, the reset* is kept inactive if the state of scan FF is logic 0. A logic 1 value allows to test the wires
used to distribute the reset* signal. Glitches on the scan out signal cannot propagate to the reset* signal as long as the reset signal is inactive.

Figure 7. Generation of the reset* signal from the reset signal under the assumption that reset is active high and reset* is active low.

**Observation 1**

The shadow FFs illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 4 allow concurrent detection of soft errors induced by transient faults which affect the system FF, the shadow FF or the upstream combinational logic [5][16]. To that end, the xor-gate output should be interpreted as an error and not as a warning signal.

**Observation 2**

The system FFs in Figure 1 and Figure 4 can be replaced with system latches without affecting system testability since these FFs are not inserted into scan chains. The resulting configuration remembers one solution proposed in [5] and enables latch-based design and system latency reduction. In a mixed scan architecture as sketched in Figure 2, the system FFs with shadow scan can be replaced with latches if mindelay constraints are fulfilled. The resulting architecture is different from the one presented in [17], as latches are only used to replace the system FFs with timing-critical incoming paths and no halving of the maximal working frequency is required. On the other hand, the approach proposed in [17] enables better soft-error detection.

**IV. LATENCY OVERHEAD REDUCTIONS**

The shadow scan designs presented above are characterized by a lower latency overhead than standard scan design. As an example, Table II reports the best timing characteristics of some relevant types of positive edge-triggered FFs from TSMC N40LP library [27]. The latency overhead of the shadow scan solutions sketched in Figure 1 and Figure 4 can be inferred from the timing characteristics of the FFs with asynchronous set and/or reset reported in Table II. As long as concurrent fault detection is required, the comparison between shadow and standard scan solutions can be made without taking into account the latency and hardware overhead introduced by the presence of shadow FFs.

The FFs with asynchronous set and reset have a setup time between 3 and 4 times smaller than the standard scan FFs independently of the presence of a reset signal. Even if the clock-to-Q latency is increased, the sum between the maximal setup time and the maximal clock-to-Q time is sensibly lower in the case of the FFs with asynchronous set and reset. The higher latency of FFs with standard scan is due to the synchronous implementation of the scan operations, e.g. with the help of a multiplexer placed in front of the FFs.

The different distributions of the setup and clock-to-Q times in Table II provide more opportunities for timing optimization, which can be exploited during system synthesis. Thus, FFs with shadow scan can be used at locations with incoming timing-critical paths, while FFs with standard scan can be placed at the end of less critical paths especially if these are followed by timing-critical paths [23].

**TABLE II. TIMING CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT POSITIVE EDGE-TRIGGERED FFS FROM TSMC N40LP LIBRARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FF Type</th>
<th>Rise Time [ps]</th>
<th>Fall Time [ps]</th>
<th>Maximal Clock-to-Q [ps]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asynchronous reset (DFCND1BWPLVT)</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asynchronous set and reset (DFCSND1BWPLVT)</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard scan 1 (SDFD1BWPLVT)</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard scan 2 (SDFD1BWPLVT)</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard scan and asynchronous reset (SDFCN2BWPLVT)</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. SHADOW SCAN DESIGN FOR SBST AND CONCURRENT DELAY FAULT DETECTION**

Figure 8 illustrates a shadow scan design which, besides concurrent delay fault detection, provides simultaneous scan and capture capability. Here, the scan chain insertion of the shadow FF is ensured by a xor-gate instead of a multiplexer. In capture mode, the scan enable and scan dump signals are set to logic 0 in order to provide concurrent delay fault detection as in the previous shadow scan solutions.
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**Figure 8.** System FF with shadow scan FF (FF*) that enables concurrent delay fault detection and simultaneous scan and capture operations.

A scan and capture mode can be enabled if the scan enable signal is set to logic 1 and the scan dump signal is set to logic 0. In this mode, the shadow FF is connected to both D and scan in signals via the xor-gate. In this way, the shadow FF is able to sense system behaviour and simultaneously scan out the captured data at consecutive clock cycles.
without halting the system. This is impossible with existing shadow scan solutions like enhanced or isolated serial scan architectures [1][11][14]. In this mode, the warning signal should be neglected since the logic states of the system and shadow FFs may be different.

A scan dump mode may be introduced if the scan enable and scan dump signals are set to logic 1. In this mode, the shadow FF is only connected to the scan in signal. This allows not only to unload, but also to load the shadow scan chains which, combined with one of the selective reset techniques presented in Sections II and III, can be employed to enable the control of the system FF during test.

Besides concurrent delay fault detection, this solution has the potential to ameliorate system observability during software-based self-test (SBST). Efficient SBSTs for control components in processor cores can be generated from formal verification routines [12]. Such routines mainly provide component controllability since they only need to be simulated. The challenge of transforming them into SBST routines is to make the internal processor state observable. It has been shown that the utilization of concurrent delay fault detectors during SBSTs can improve the observability of transition delay faults such that their test coverage can be ameliorated by up to 20% [8]. Unfortunately, concurrent delay fault detectors cannot be used to improve stuck-at fault observability.

This issue can be addressed with the help of the shadow scan design in Figure 8 since, in scan and capture mode, it allows to (a) continuously sense the functional data sampled by the system FFs with shadow scan and (b) scan out this data. A way to use the shadow scan chains during SBST is to connect their outputs to a multiple input signature register [6] [9] whose logic state may be compared with precalculated signatures once or several times during a test procedure.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

New shadow scan solutions have been presented to reduce the latency overhead of scan design and enable concurrent delay fault detection for on-line monitoring. During test, these solutions have negligible impact on system observability and ensure full controllability or 0-controllability of the system FFs with shadow scan with the help of set and selective reset operations. A shadow scan solution has been presented which, in addition to concurrent delay fault detection, allows to perform simultaneously scan and capture operations. This solution can be used to improve circuit observability during SBST.
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